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Name of Scholarship Spending available
 Actual Spent as 
of 7/9/2013 
Access to Education 1 (A2E1) 160,000.00$                            96,495.00$          
Access to Education 2 (A2E2) 1,300,000.00$                         1,263,599.00$     
Access to Education 3 (A2E3) 84,869.57$                              84,869.57$          
Access to Education Work Study (A2EWS) 71,000.00$                              68,163.22$          
ACE Award 56,000.00$                              47,500.00$          
GIA Art (GIAART) 34,509.00$                              34,509.00$          
GIA Athletics (GIAATH) 2,268,021.00$                         2,182,944.47$     
GIA Communication Studies (GIACS) 60,390.00$                              60,223.01$          
GIA Honors (GIAHNR) 100,650.00$                            98,049.67$          
GIA Integrative Learning (GIAIL) -$                                        -$                     
GIA Journalism (GIAJOU) 28,757.00$                              24,584.00$          
GIA Leadership (GIALDR) 14,379.00$                              14,378.98$          
GIA Music (GIAMUS) 60,390.00$                              60,390.00$          
GIA Theatre Arts (GIATHE) 8,627.00$                                8,600.00$            
Honors- Entering Freshman Award (HNRS) 70,300.00$                              107,000.00$        
Integrative Learning Scholarship (ILS) 18,000.00$                              18,000.00$          
Legacy Scholarship (LGCYP, LGCYS) 15,000.00$                              15,000.00$          
Minority Affairs Scholarship (MASA) 9,500.00$                                8,750.00$            
Phi Theta Kappa (PHITK) 6,000.00$                                6,000.00$            
Presidential Scholars Award (PRES) 617,000.00$                            609,865.61$        
Socio-Economic Disadvantaged Student (SEDS) 300,000.00$                            278,705.00$        
TSA Art (TSAART) 47,266.00$                              47,266.00$          
TSA Athletics (TSAATH) 860,548.00$                            860,546.95$        
TSA Athletics Gender Equity (TSAGE) 431,327.00$                            431,212.40$        
TSA Communication Studies (TSACS) 46,167.00$                              43,323.54$          
TSA Journalism (TSAJOU) 23,084.00$                              22,925.00$          
TSA Leadership (TSALDR) 8,649.00$                                8,649.00$            
TSA Music (TSAMUS) 76,945.00$                              76,945.00$          
TSA Study Abroad (TSASA) 10,000.00$                              8,906.00$            
TSA Theatre Arts (TSATHE) 15,389.00$                              15,375.00$          
Tuition Grant (TUI) 100,000.00$                            100,000.00$        
TSA Honors (TSAHNR) 78,045.00$                              77,673.00$          
Lulu Craig Collier Scholarship (LULA) 25,000.00$                              18,000.00$          
Panther Promise (13PROM) 1,250,000.00$                         979,579.47$        
Commitment to Excellence- Tier 3 (3COMIT) 500,000.00$                            701,250.00$        
Panther Promise (0PROM) 100,000.00$                            62,920.53$          
EIU4 4,000.00$                                4,000.00$            
8,859,812.57$                         8,546,198.42$     
Foundation Awards SVF's completed 1,098,700.03$                         999,799.40$        
Overall Totals 9,958,512.50$                         9,545,997.80$     
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*amount spent reflects SVF's 
completed (does not include RFP's 
and money transferred for grants 
and research for students)
4,315 awards given 
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